H-Judaic is seeking a new book review editor
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H-Judaic is seeking a new book review editor.

The position involves soliciting reviewers, editing reviews, corresponding with authors or publishers seeking to have materials reviewed. Review editors must have strong field qualifications in Jewish Studies, and must be regularly available by email. Reviews will go through H-Net's online Reviews Management System. H-Net will provide training in the use of the review management system and basic H-Net Commons editing.

The book review editor works closely with the chair of the H-Judaic board and the moderators. Although unpaid, the position provides access to reviews, announcements, and other postings relevant to a variety of fields and disciplines, and makes one known in the profession. For more information, or to nominate yourself or someone else, please contact H-Judaic chair, Jonathan Sarna at sarna@brandeis.edu.

The editorial staff at H-Judaic would also like to take this opportunity to thank the outgoing book review editor, Katja Vehlow, for her stellar service.
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